DO NOT UNPLUG ANY COMPONENT OF THE TEACHER’S STATION!
For aid, please contact the ED Tech Center in HH0210 or call 42541.

**Computer**
To display the computer screen on the projector, locate the projector remote pictures below and select the computer source.

**DVD/VHS**
To play DVD/VHS movies, use the projector remote pictured below to select the video source.

![Projector Remote](image)

**Audio Volume**
Audio volume for the PC and DVD/VHS sources can be controlled within the VOLUME sub menu, found by pressing the Volume button on the projector remote.

Please **LOG OFF** from the computer when you are finished and **DO NOT SHUT DOWN**. Remember to **TURN OFF** the projector when your class is complete by pressing the **POWER** button on the projector remote twice. If you require a remote, please visit the ED Tech Center for assistance.
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